11L Summer Term 2022 Curriculum Overview
This term pupils will be studying the following topics in their curriculum.

Subject
Literacy

Maths

Art

Citizenship

Computing

Drama

Enterprise

Humanities

Topic
This term students will be preparing for Functional Skills
exams – Reading., Writing and Speaking and Listening. We
will be revisiting basic literacy skills- punctuation and
grammar. Developing exam vocabulary. Practising exam
skills through Functional Skills exam papers.
Power Maths Yr2 Spring/ Summer Unit
Measurement: Area and Perimeter.
Geometry: Angles, Shape and Symmetry.
Statistics.
All year 11L students will be working towards Entry Level
Maths. Students able to participate will be tested at the end of
June 2022. Please continue to support your child by revising
Money and Time.
Work is available on IXL Math.
This term students will be exploring a graphics project to
design a personalised CD cover. We will be researching and
recording ideas, experimenting with art materials, mark
making, typography, colour mixing, pattern, texture, collage
mixed media and creating a paper CD and cover.
Citizenship carousel aims to give the students the knowledge,
skills and understanding they need to lead confident, healthy
and independent live, and to become informed, active and
responsible citizenships. Citizenship helps students develop
as members of school, neighbourhoods and wider
community.
In Computing this term we will have a basic introduction to
coding using Espresso Education. Students will use block
coding to build basic apps. We will then go on to using pixels
to make images, and relating this to how images are made on
a computer.
Students will be using drama and role play to enact scenes
from the Star Wars film ‘The Force Awakens’. Students will
be working in small groups to create class performances
using staging, lights and costume.
Students will continue their drinks service, expanding into
cold drinks for the summer. They will have the opportunity to
create recipes for drinks, survey staff opinions and cater
school events. Students will gain experience in using card
readers and handling money, and at the end of the year we
will assess profit made and the successes of the whole year.
Last term’s theme was drawing inspiration from famous
people who have overcome disabilities in order to achieve
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PSHE

Science

incredible feats. This term, we will be looking at famous
scientists and inventors, male and female and from a range of
backgrounds and ethnicity.
Term 3 subject is ‘Melody’. Students have so far covered
‘Rhythm and Beats’ in term 1 and ‘Chords and playing as a
Group’ in Term 2. This term, students will be concentrating on
using individual notes to both improvise freely and learn
structured famous tunes. They will use a combination of
virtual electronic simulated instruments plugged into the class
PA system as well as keyboards, guitars, xylophones and
even a theremin (think of the Doctor Who theme song). They
will also use a colour code system in order to begin reading
music and follow structure.
Students will continue to take part in using the fitness
equipment, recording & analysing, healthy eating and life
style.
Students will continue to learn about understanding the body
and health basic knowledge – accurately locating and naming
major organs, muscles and explaining in some detail how the
body feels during/ reacts during exercise.
They will continue with their Young Leaders Award,
developing and leading PE sessions with their peers and
analysing performances.
Module-Health and wellbeing -Drugs, alcohol and
tobacco
Students will be developing their understanding and exploring
the difference between legal and illegal drugs.
They will be identifying some common legal drugs –nicotine
and alcohol and show an awareness of what effects of
alcohol on our body. Know what alcohol and harmful
substances are. Show awareness of bad habits.
Recognise that there are laws surrounding the use of legal
drugs and that some drugs are illegal to own, use and give to
others. Identify when, why and how to ask for help in relation
to drugs and alcohol.
Students will be continuing their Edexcel Entry level Science
assignments and tests. The first topic will be learning about
Forces, movement and energy. This is a Physics based topic
and will involve lots of investigative experiments. Science
recommends the BBC website. It is a great resource for
learning about Science. Here is the web address
www.bbc.co.uk/education. They can also go to
www.educationcity.com for more homework tasks and
learning.
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Social
Communication

Swimming

This term’s theme is showing empathy and understanding
others’ feelings. We will use our weekly discussion to
encourage students to really listen to each other’s stories and
anecdotes then, in turn, relate their own similar experiences
in response. We will also examine if students can decipher
how individuals would have felt in each situation.
The students will continue with their programme of swimming
as last term. Students are working towards developing and
refining stroke techniques over longer distances.

